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II. Certification CERTIFY to the Connecticut Supreme

[1,2] We are permitted to certify a Court the following question:
question to the Supreme Court of Connect- “D0 (jnnn_ (}en,Stat_ §§ 52_361a and 52-
icut “if the answer may be determinative 367b, read together, exempt post-garnish-
of an issue in pending litigation in the ment residual Wages held in a third party’s
certifying court and if there is no control- bank account from further execution, so

ling appellate decision, constitutional pro- that they become freely transferable under
vision or statute of this state.” Conn. the Connecticut Uniform Fraudulent
Gen-Stat» § 51—199b(d); 399 “Z50 2d CiI'- Transfer Act, Conn. Gen.Stat.§ 52—552a et
Local R. 27.2(a). “We have long recog- geq_?”

nized that state courts should be accorded
the rst opportunity to decide signicant “The Connectlcut Supreme Court may
issues of state law through the certication modify [this] questionl] as it sees t and’
process and that especially Where the iS_ should it choose, may direct the parties to
Sues iniplicate thg Weighing of policy cOn_ address other questions it deems rele-

cerns, principles of comity and federalism Van“, Mann’ 795 F‘3d at 337‘

strongly support certication” Mum 11- It is hereby ORDERED that the Clerk
Hotchkiss Sch-> 795 F-3d 3241 334 (Zd Cit of this Court transmit to the Clerk of the
2015) (brackets and internal quotation Connecticut Supreme Court a copy of this
marks Omitted) opinion as our certicate, together with a

complete set of the briefs, the appendix,
[3] Cem°at‘°“ ‘S aPP1"°P“a“’ here f°’“ and the record led in this Court b the

three reasons. First, this question is de- parties. The parties shall bear equagy an

terminative of the pending appeal’ and no fees and costs that ma be im osed b the. . . . Y P Y
pnor case ls c0ntrO1hng' Second’ the db Connecticut Supreme Court in connection
vergence between federal and state inter- with this certication This and retains

. . . . Pt‘ t counsels in favor of certication. . . . . . .pre ‘1 Ion Jurisdiction over this case and will resume
Third’ postjudgment execution is a deeply its consideration of this a eal after the. . . . PP
Sensmve pohcy matter for Connectlcut’ disposition of this certication by the Con-
Whose legislature recently revised § 52- necticut Supreme Court
367b. We believe it is more appropriate
for the Connecticut Supreme Court to ad-

dress this matter in the rst instance be-
cause it is in a better position than this
Court to determine how to interpret these T

sections in light of Connecticut’s overall
statutory scheme.

CONCLUSION The AUTHORS GUILD, Betty Miles,
For the foregoing reasons and pursuant Jim Bouton, Joseph Goulden, individ-

to Conn. Gen.Stat. § 51-199b and Local ually and on behalf of all others simi-
Rule 27.2 of this Court, We respectfully larly situated, Plaintiff-Appellants,

(1998), although Cadle has sharply criticized issued, see Appellee's Br. 46-49.
the process by which this particular form was
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Herbert Mitgang, Daniel Hoffman, indi- (3) third fair use factor, amount and sub-

vidually and on behalf of all others stantiality of the portion used in rela-
similarly situated, Paul Dickson, The tion to the copyrighted work as a

McGraw—Hill Companies, Inc., Pear- whole, supported nding search en-

son Education, Inc., Simon & Schus- gine’s activities were protected by fair
ter, Inc., Association of American use;

Publiéhefs’ Inc" Cafladian Standard (4) fourth fair use factor, the effect of the
{lsS_°c_latl°n’ Joh“ Wlley & Sons’ Inc" use upon the potential market for or
individually and on behalf of all oth- Value of the copyrighted Work’ Sup_

ers similarly situated, Plaintiffs, ported nding Search engineis actiVi_

V- ties were protected by fair use;

GQQGLE, INC» D9f9I1daI1t-APPelle9- (5) search engine’s activities did not usurp
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, 1Docket N0, 13_4829_ev, authors right to produce derivative

United States Court of Appeals, Works;
Second Cir-Quit (6) there was no evidence that search en-

gine’s creation of digital copies exposed

gued' Dec‘ 3’ 2014' the books to the risk that hackers
Decidedi O¢t- 16, 2015- might gain access and make the books

Background: Authors of published books widely available; and

under lilpylgight br<>1ishtt_1>utatiV? E1285 (7) search engine’s provision of digital cop-

copyng in rmgemen ac ‘On agams m‘ ies to participating libraries that al-
::"g:9L5eaT@§1 9tng11;_?é}f1a1n211n=‘i~'i‘l;};:ltl Scilriit ready owned the books did not infringe

n S pro ec ’ W 1 ma 9 1 3 on authors’ co yri hts.
of books submitted by major libraries, and p g
allowed the public to search the texts of Afrmed‘
the digitally copied books and see displays
of snippets of text, infringed on authors’ L Copyrights and Intellectual Property
copyrights. Following rejection of pro- (pl it

posed settlement, 770 F.Supp.2d 666, and

vacatur of class certication, 721 F.3d 132, The u1tl_mate goal of copynght ls to
the United States District Court for the expand pubhc knowledge and unde_rStand_

Southern District of New York Chin J ing’ which copyright Seeks to achleve by
’ ’ " 1 1 " t 1954 Fsuppzd 282, gmnted Summary giving potentia creators exc usive con ‘r0

judgment to search engine under fair use Over copymg of thew Works’ thus g1Vmg
- th f ' l ' t' t r t infor-doctrine. Authors appealed. 6:1 a wcalillclat “Fen W‘? h? C ea ek

Holdings: The Court of Appeals, Leval, ma lye’ In e ec a y ennc mg WOT S or
ublic consumption.

Circuit Judge, held that: p

(1) first fair use factor, the purpose and 2. Copyrights and Intellectual Property
character of the use, supported nding @F=’1 1

search engine’s activities were protect- While authm-S are undoubtedly impor-_

ed by fail" use; tant intended beneciaries of copyright, it

(2) second fair use factor, the nature of the ultimate, primary intended beneciary Y

the copyrighted work, supported nd- is the public, whose access to knowledge

"1

M
inW ‘ing search engine’s activities were pro- copyright seeks to advance by providing "

tected by fair use; rewards for authorship.
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3. Copyrights and Intellectual Property 8. Copyrights and Intellectual Property
<;=>83(1) @=>53.2

As fair use is an afrmative defense, Among the best recognized -iusticw
the party assertin fair use bears the bur- tions for copying from another’s Work un-g
den of proof. 17 U.S.C.A.§ 107. deir the t.ra“sf°"“a.'°“’e purpose factqr offair use is to provide comment on it or

4. Copyrights and Intellectual Property criticism Ofit 17 U'S'C‘A‘§ 107'

e=°53.2 9. Copyrights and Intellectual Property

Transformative uses tend to favor a @357

fair use nding because a transformative Internet Search enginés making of 3
- - - digital copy of copyrighted books, for theuse is one that communicates something

purpose of enabling a search for identica-new and different from the original or
. . . . . , tion of books containing a term of interestexpands its utility, thus serving copyright s th h h_ hl f

. . . . . o e searc er, was a ig y rans orma-
liveraln d0b‘]ec§1,;%0Sf giitglbéng to pubhc tive purpose, thus supporting nding that
nowe ge search engine’s activities constituted fair

5. Copyrights and Intellectual Property use’ even though Search engine allowed
@532 searchers to read snippets from the book

searched and search engine was a prot-
The Word “transformative” Cannot be motivated company, Where the result of a

taken too literally as a sufcient key to Word Search was different in purpose,
understanding H18 €I8l'I1€I'ltS Of fair USE}; It character, expression, meaning, and mes-
is rather a suggestive symbol for a com~ sage from the page, and the book, from
plex thought, and does not mean that any which it was drawn, and the snippets were
and all changes made to an author’s origi- designed to show a searcher just enough
nal text Will necessarily support a nding context surrounding the searched term to
of fair use 17 U_S,C_A_ § 107, help evaluate whether the book fell Within

the scope of interest without revealing so

6- Cepyrights and Intellectual Property much as to threaten the author’s copyright
@“53-2 interests. 17 U.S.C.A.§ 107.

Under the transformative purpose fac- 10. Copyrights and Intellectual Property
tor for fair use, the would-be fair user of ®=4.5

another’s Work must have justication for I VVhile the copyright does not protect
the taking. 17 U.S.C.A. § 107 . facts or ideas set forth in a work, it does

protect that author’s manner of expressing
7. Copyrights and Intellectual Property those facts and ideas_

<;=~53.2
11. Copyrights and Intellectual Property

Under the transformative purpose fac- @=»57

tor for fair use, a secondary author is not To the extent that the nature of the
necessarily at liberty to make wholesale Original Copyrighted Work necessarily com-

takings of the Original el1'9he1"’$ eXP1'e5$i011 bines with the purpose and character of
merely because of how well the original the secondary work to permit assessment
author’s expression Would convey the sec— of whether the secondary Work uses the
ondary author’s different message. 17 original in a transformative manner, the
U.S.C.A. § 107. factor favored nding that internet search

v
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engine’s making of a digital copy of copy- 14. Copyrights and Intellectual Property
righted books, for the purpose of enabling <5;-~\53.2

a search for ldentlcatlon of books contain- The fourth fair use factor’ the effect of

ing 3‘ term of interest to the searcher’ the copying use upon the potential market
constituted fair use, not simply because for or value of the copyrighted Work’ f0_

the copyrighted works were factual, but cuses on Whether the copy brings to the

because the Secondary use tranSf°rmative' marketplace a competing substitute for the
ly provided valuable information about the Original’ or its derivative, so as to deprive
original, rather than replicating protected the rights holder of Signicant revenues

eXP1”eSSi°" in 3 manner that Pmvided 3 because of the likelihood that potential
meaningful substitute for the original. 17 purchasers may Opt to acquire the copy in

U'S'C'A' § 107' preference to the original. 17 U.S.C.A.

12. Copyrights and Intellectual Property § 107'

W53-2 15. Copyrights and Intellectual Property
A nding of fair use is more likely @753-2

when small amounts, or less important Because Copyright is a Commercial

Passages, are @°Pi9d than Wheh the COP)“ doctrine whose objective is to stimulate
ing is extensive, or encompasses the most creativity among potential authors by on_

important Parts of the 0I'ig'ih31- 17 abling them to earn money from their
U-S-C-A-§ 107- creations, the fourth fair use factor, the

effect of the copying use upon the potential
13. Copyrights and Intellectual Property market for or Value of the copyrighted

@757 Work, is of great importance in making a

The amount and gubgtanality of the fair USG assessment. 17 U.S.C.A. § 107.

portion used by internet search engine in
making of a digital copy of copyrighted 16. Copyrights and Intellectual Property

books, for the purpose of enabling a search W57
for identication of books containing a The effect of internet search engine’s
term of interest to the searcher, in relation making of a digital copy of copyrighted
to the copyrighted work as a whole sup- books, for the purpose of enabling a search
ported nding that search engine’s activi- for identication of books containing a

ties constituted fair use, even though term of interest to the searcher, upon the
search engine made an unauthorized copy potential market for or value of the copy-
of the entire copyrighted books and al- righted work supported nding that search
lowed searchers to read snippets from the engine’s activities constituted fair use,
book searched, where the digital copy of even though search engine’s provision of
books were not publicly available, a com- snippets from the books searched could
plete copy was required to enable search cause some loss of sales, where the normal
functions to reveal limited, important in- purchase price of a book was relatively low
formation about the books, and search en- in relation to the cost of manpower needed
gine implemented several protections that to obtain an arbitrary assortment of ran-
substantially prevented its results from domly scattered snippets, and the provi-
serving as an effectively competing substi- sion of snippets was unlikely to satisfy a

tute for copyrighted books. 17 U.S.C.A. searcher’s interest in the protected aspects
§ 107. of an author’s work. 17 U.S.C.A. § 107.

5
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17. Copyrights and Intellectual Property brary’s already-owned book, in order to
<§=>57 permit that library to make fair use

Internet search engine’s making of a through provision of digital searches, did
digital copy of copyrighted books, for the not infringe on authors’ copyrights to their
purpose of enabling a search for identica— books, even if the provision of copies to
U011 Of b00kS Containing 3 term Of i11’B€P€St libraries created possibility that libraries
td the Searcher» did not usurp diitiidrsi might mishandle their digital copies, where
Tight to Produce derivative Works, as the the library’s own creation of a digital copy
cdpyiigiit Protection Of authors’ books did to enable its provision of fair use digital
not include an exclusive derivative right to Searches would not have constituted in-
Supply Such infdrmation through query of fringement, and each library’s contract
a digitized COPY 17 U'S'C'A' § 106(2)‘ with search engine committed the library
18. Copyrights and Intellectual Property t0 use its digit-‘ii COPY diiiy iii 3 manner

©==»53_2 consistent with the copyright law, and to
If, in the eem-Se of making an erg-ua- take precautions to prevent dissemination

ble fair use of 3 cepyrighted work, 3 gec- of their digital copies to the public at large.
ondary user unreasonably exposed the 17 U.S.C.A. § 107.

rights holder to destruction of the value of
the copyright resulting from the public’s
opportunity to employ the secondary use
as a substitute for purchase of the original,
even though this Was not the intent of the Paul M. Smith, Jenner & Block LLP,
secondary user, this might Well furnish a Washington, DC (Edward H, Rosenthal,
substantial rebuttal to the secondary Jeremy S_ Goldman, Anna Kadyshevieh,
i1S9T’$ Ciaim of fail" 1159- 17 U~S~C-A- Andrew D. Jacobs, Frankfurt Kurnit Klein
§ 107. & Selz PC, New York, N.Y., on the brief),

19. Copyrights and Intellectual Property for Piaiiitiff'APPeii3i"it5-

Th@:57 Seth P. Waxman, Wilmer Cutler Picker-
ere was no evidence t at internet Hale and DON LLP Washmgton D C

search engine’s storage of its digitized cop- (Louis R Cohen Daniél P Kearney jri
. . ' v ' Y, sies of copyrighted books exposed the books Weili J. Shaw, Wilmer Cutler Pickering
to the risk that hackers might gain access H 1 d D LLP h.
and make the books Widely available, thus 3 e an ON. ’ was mgton DC
d t . th I f th . ht Daralyn J. Durie, Joseph C. Gratz, Durie

es roying e va ue 0 e copyrig s, as . .

would weigh against nding the copying Eapgnf LI;)P’f Sin firznclso’ CA’ on the
protected by fair use, Where the digital nef)’ or e en an — ppe ee'
copies were stored on computers Walled off
from public internet access and protected Before: LEVAL’ CABRANES’
by the same impressive security measures PARKER’ Circuit Judges‘
used by the search engine to protect its
own condential information. 17 U.S.C.A. LEVAL» Ciiuiit Jiidgei

§ 107' This copyright dispute tests the bound-
20. Copyrights and Intellectual Property aries of fair use. Plaintiffs, who are au-

<>=>57 thors of published books under copyright,
Internet search engine’s creation for sued Google, Inc. (“Google”) for copyright

each library of a digital copy of that li- infringement in the United States District
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Court for the Southern District of New ultimate commercial prot motivation and

York (Chin, J.). They appeal from the its derivation of revenue from its domi-
grant of summary judgment in Google’s nance of the world-wide Internet search

favor. Through its Library Project and its market to which the books project contrib-
Google Books project, acting without per- utes, preclude a nding of fair use; (3)

mission of rights holders, Google has made even if Google’s copying and revelations of
digital copies of tens of millions of books teXt d0 net infringe Plaintiiiihi bee/tel they
including Plaintiffs, that were submitted infringe Plaintiffs derivative rights in
to it for that purpose by major lihrarioo search functions, depriving Plaintiffs of
Google has Scanned the dig-ital oopios and revenues or other benets they would gain

established a publicly available search iiiiein lieeneed Search markets; (4) Geegleie

function. An Internet user can use this eteiiage of digital eepiee expeeee Plaintiffs
function to search without charge to deter- to the risk that hackers will make their
mine whether the book contains a specied beeke freely (OT cheaply) available Oh the
word or term and also See “snippets” of Internet, destroying the value of their

text containing the searched-for terms. In copyrights; and (5) Goegleis distribution of
addition’ Google has allowed the pel.tlel_ digital copies to participant libraries is not
eating llhrerlee to download and retain atransformative use, and it subjects Plain-
digital eepiee of the hooks they Submit tiffs to the risk of loss of copyright reve-
undel. agreements which commit the h_ nues through access allowed by libraries.

braries not to use their digital copies in We re-lect these arguments and conclude
violation of the copyright laws These ac_ that the district court correctly sustained

tivities of Google are alleged to constitute Geegieis fair use defense‘

infringement of Plaintiffs’ copyrights. Geegleie making of a digital eepy to
Plaintiffs sought injunctive and declaratory Piieyide a Search ihhetieh is a transforma-
rohof as Well as damagoS_ tive use, which augments public knowledge

. by making available information about
Google defended on the ground that its Pl . eff, b k .th t din th

. . e. ,, . ainis oosvviou povi g e

igtigng giiiestgtoiiite. teir tusei . vfiiiiich’ undfi public with a substantial substitute for
, is no an in ringemen ,

. . . matter protected by the Plaintiffs copy-
The district court agreed. Authors Guild, ght interests in the Original Works

Ina it Google Inc" 954 F'Supp'2d 282’ 294 derivatives of them. The same is true at
(S'D'N'Y'20i3)' Piaiiitifiis brought this iipi least under present conditions of Google’s

peiiii provision of the snippet function. Plain-
Plaintiffs contend the district court’s rul- tiffs’ oontontion that Google has usurped

ihg Was flawed ih Several i'eePeete- They their opportunity to access paid and un-
argue: (1) Googles digital eepyihg of en- paid licensing markets for substantially
tire books, allowing users through the the same functions that Google provides
snippet function to read portions, is not a fails, in part because the licensing markets
“transformative use” within the meaning of in fact involve very different functions than
Campbell u Acu‘—Rose Music, Ina, 510 those that Google provides, and in part
U.S. 569, 578-585, 114 S.Ct. 1164, 127 because an author’s derivative rights do

L.Ed.2d 500 (1994), and provides a substi- not include an exclusive right to supply
tute for Plaintiffs’ works; (2) notwith- information (of the sort provided by Goo-

standing that Google provides public ac- gle) about her works. G0ogle’s prot mo-

cess to the search and snippet functions tivation does not in these circumstances
without charge and without advertising, its justify denial of fair use. Google’s pro-
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gram does not, at this time and on the II. Google Books and the Google Li-
record before us, expose Plaintiffs to an brary Project
unreasonable risk of loss of copyright val- Goggles Library Project, which began
ue through incursions of hackers. Finally, in 2004, involves bi_1a1;e1-31 agreements be-
Go0gle’s provision of digital copies to par- tween Google and a number of the world’s
ticipating libraries, authorizing them to major research libraries?‘ Under these
make non-infringing uses, is non-infring- agreements, the participating libraries se-
ing, and the mere Speculativg pgggibility l€C'L b0Ol{S fI'0IY1 lLl18lI' C0ll8Ctl0I1S t0 submit
that the libraries might allow use of their to Gohgie ihi' ihciiisioh ih the Project-
copies in an infringing manner does not Google makes a digital scan of each book, ii

make Google a contributory inf,.ingoI._ extracts a machine—readable text, and cre-

Plaintiffs have failed to show a material ates an index of the machine'readab1e text
issue of fact in disputo of each book. Google retains the original

scanned image of each book, in part so as
We afrm the judgment. to improve the accuracy of the machine-

readable texts and indices as image-to-text
BACKGROUND conversion technologies improve.

Since 2004, Google has scanned, ren-
]_ Plaintiffs dered machine-readable, and indexed more

than 20 million books, including both copy-
The author-plaintiffs are Jim Bouton, rightod Works and Works in tho public

author of Bail F01”? Betty Miles’ author domain. The vast majority of the books
Of The Tmuble with Thihleém; and Joseph are non-ction, and most are out of print.
G°i1i(ieh»3uih°1“ of The -5'"P@1‘l<1W?/6T8-' The All of the digital information created by
Small and Powerful World of the Great Google in the process is stored on servers
Washington Law Firms. Each of them protected by the same security systems
has a legal or benecial ownership in the Google uses to shield its own condential
copyright for his or her book.‘ Their inf0I'mati0n-
books have been scanned without their The digital corpus created by the Scam
permission by Google, which made them ning of these millions of books enables the
available to Internet users for search and Google Books search engine. Members of
snippet view on Google’s website? the public who access the Google Books

1. The Authors Guild, a membership organiza- standing of other appellees in order to deter-
tion of published authors, is also a plaintiff mine the merits of the appeal).
and appellant, seeking injunctive and declara-
tory relief on behalf of its members. Howev- 2_ Google now honors requests to remove
er» in a Separate case’ this Court found that’ books from snippet view. Some Plaintiffs ap-under the Copyright Act, the Authors Guild pear to have had books removed from - t
lacks standing to sue for copyright infringe- view. smppe
ment on its members’ behalf. Authors Guild,
Inc. v. Hdll’liTTMSZ, 755 F.3d 87, 94 (Zd Cir. _ _

2014). As the three individual author-plain- 3'_ Llbranes _parnClpau_ng In the Iflbrary Pro‘offs Clearly do have Standing’ their Suit and _]€ClZ at the time the suit was filed included the
their appeal are properly adjudicated, nob University of Michigan, the University of Cali-
Withstanding the Authors Guilds lack of fornia, Harvard University, Stanford Universi-
Standing See Bowsher v_ Symon 478 U_s_ ty, Oxford University, Columbia University,
714' 721, 106 5_Ct_ 318], 92 L_Ed_2d 583 Princeton University, Ghent University, Keio
(1986) (finding that where one appellee had University, the Austrian National Library, and
standing, the court need not consider the the New Y°Fk Public Library-
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AUTHORS GUILD v. GOOGLE, INC. 2()9
Cite as s04 F.3d 202 (2nd Cir. 2015)

website can enter search words or terms over centuries.5 This tool permits users to
of their own choice, receiving in response a discern uctuations of interest in a partic-
list of all books in the database in which ular subject over time and space by show-

those terms appear, as well as the number ing increases and decreases in the fre-
of times the term appears in each book. A quency of reference and usage in different
brief description of each book, entitled periods and different linguistic regions. It
“About the Book,” gives some rudimentary also allows researchers to comb over the
additional information, including a list of tens, of millions of books Google has

the Words and terms that appear with scanned in order to examine “word fre-
most frequency in the book. It sometimes quencies, syntactic patterns, and thematic

7) llprovides links to buy the book online and markers and to derive information on

identies libraries where the book can be how nomenclature, lingnigtie usage, and

found.‘ The search tool permits a research- litei-any Style have changed over time,
er to identify those books, out of millions, Authm-S Guild, [new 954 F_Snpp_2d at 287_

that (10, 3.S well 3.8 tl"10S€ that d0 I10t, USE The district Court gave as an example

the terms seieeted by the i'eseei'ehei‘~ “track[ing] the frequency of references to

Googie notes that this identifying informs" the United States as a single entity (‘the

tion instantaneoiisiy snppiied Wouid othel“ United States is’) versus references to the
wise not be obtainable in lifetimes of United States in the plural (‘the United

searching States are’) and how that usage has

No advertising is displayed to a user of changed over time.” Id.“
the search function. Nor does Google re- The Googie Books Search function 3150

eeive Payment by reason of the seanohehis allows the user a limited viewing of text.
use of Googieis iink to Pnhohese the noon In addition to telling the number of times

The search engine also makes possible the word or term selected by the searcher

new forms of research, known as “text appears in the book, the search function

mining” and “data mining.” Google’s Will display a maximum of three “snippets”
“ngrams” research tool draws on the Goo- containing it. A snippet is a horizontal
gle Library Project corpus to furnish sta- segment comprising ordinarily an eighth of
tistical information to Internet users about a page. Each page of a conventionally

the frequency of word and phrase usage formatted book 7 in the Google Books data-

4. Appendix A exhibits, as an example, a web lions ofDigitized Books, SCIENCE 331 (Jan. 14,

page that would be revealed to a searcher 2011), 176-182; Marc Egnal, Evolution ofthe
who entered the phase "fair use," showing Novel in the United States: The Statistical
snippets from ALAN LATMAN, ROBERT A. GORMAN, Evidence, 37 Soc. SCI. HIST. 231 (2013); Cath-

I V i

& JANE C. GINsBuRo, COPYRIGHT FOR THE EIGHTIES erine Rampell, The New Normal Is Actually
(1985). Pretty Old, N.Y. TIMEs EcoNoIvIIx BLoo (Jan. 11, i

201 1), http://economix.blogs.nytimes.com/
5. Appendix B exhibits the ngram for the Z011/01/11/the-new-normal-is-actually-pretty

phrase “fair use." old/?_r=O; and Christopher Forstall et al.,
Modeling the Scholars: Detecting Intertextuali-

6. For discussions and examples of scholar- ty through Enhanced Word—Level N—Grarn

ship and journalism powered by searchable Matching, DIGITAL SCHOLARSHIP IN THE HUMANI-

digital text repositories, see, e.g., David Bam- TIES (May 15, 2014), http://dx.doi.org/10.1093/
man & David Smith, Extracting Two Thou- llc/fqu0l4.
sand Years of Latin from a Million Book Li-
brary, J. COMPUTING & CULTURAL HERITAGE 5 7. For unconventionally formatted books, the
(2012), 1-13; Jean—Baptiste Michel et al., number of snippets per page may vary so as

Quantitative Analysis of Culture Using Mil- to approximate the same effect. The pages of
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base is divided into eight non-overlapping each page and one complete page out of
horizontal segments, each such horizontal every ten—a process Google calls “b1ack-
segment being a snippet. (Thus, for such listing.”

a book with 24 lines to a page’ each snip- Google also disables snippet view entire-
pet is comprised of three lines of text.) ly for types of books for which Sin le

gEach search for a particular word or term . . . .t lk l t t f th h ’
within a book will reveal the same three Smppe ls 1 e y O Sa ls y e Seam erg

dl fth b f present need for the book, such as dictio-
Sn1tppe:’regarh,e}fSt£ e elr 0 C13“; naries, cookbooks, and books of short
pu ers mm W lc e seam ls aunc e ' poems. Finally, since 2005, Google will
only thgrit usggeqgqf thtiftflilmton a give: exclude any book altogether from snippet
page ls lsp aye ' us’ 1 e Op Smppe view at the request of the rights holder by
of a page contains two (or more) words for
which the user searches, and Google’s pro- the Submlsslon of an Onhne form
gram is xed to reveal that particular snip- Under its Contracts With the Partlelpah
pet in response to a search for either term, ing llhrarles, Gaogle allows each llhrary to
the second search will duplicate the snip- (i0Wnl0ad 00pieS—-Of beth the digital image
pet already revgaled by the first gearch, and IIl3(3llil’l6—I‘83.d3bl8 V8I‘SiOI1S—0f the

rather than moving to reveal a different books that library submitted to Google for
snippet containing the word because the Scanning (but net Of b00kS Submitted by
rst snippet was already revealed. Goo- Other iibI'aI'ieS)- TbiS i5 dene by giving
gle’s program does not allow a searcher to each participating library access to the
increase the number of snippets revealed Google Return Interface (“GRIN”). The
by repeated entry of the same search term agreements between Google and the li-
or by entering searches from different braries, although not in all respects uni-
computers. A searcher can view more form, require the libraries to abide by
than three snippets of a book by entering copyright law in utilizing the digital copies

additional searches for different terms. they download and to take precautions to
However, Google makes permanently un- prevent dissemination of their digital cop-

available for snippet view one snippet on ies to the public at large.8 Through the

a book of unusually tall, narrow format may to restrict automated access to any portion
be divided into more than eight horizontal of the U of M Digital Copy or the portions
snippets, while the pages of an unugually Of the U Of M W€bSit6 OI1 Wl1iCl1 any portion
wide, short book may be divided into fewer of the U of M Digital Copy is available. U
[haneigh[511ippe[$_ of M shall also make reasonable efforts

(including but not limited to restrictions
8. For example, the "Cooperative Agreement" Placed ln Tarnls Qt Use tor the U Qt M

between Google and the University of Michi- Website) to Prevent third Parties from (3)
gan (~U OfM~) providesyimer all-al that downloading or otherwise obtaining any

portion of the U of M Digital Copy for
Both Google and U Qt M agree and intend commercial purposes, (b) redistributing any
to Perform thls Agreement Pursuant to portions of the U of M Digital Copy, or (C)

Copyrlght laW- ll at any tlrne» elther Party automated and systematic downloading
becomes aware Qt Copyrlght lntrlngernent from its website image files from the U of M
under thls agreement» that Party shall ln- Digital Copy. U of M shall restrict access to
form the other as quickly as reasonably the U of M Digital Copy to those persons
possible. - i - U of M shall have the right to having a need to access such materials and
use the U of M Digital Copy . . . as part of shall also cooperate in good faith with Goo-
services offered on U of M's website. U of M gle to mutually develop methods and sys-
shall implement technological measures tems for ensuring that the substantial por-
(e.g., through use of the robots.txt protocol) tions of the U of M Digital Copy are not
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GRIN facility, participant libraries have in the district court for summary judgment
downloaded at least 2.7 million digital cop- on its fair use defense. Plaintiffs cross-
ies of their own volumes. moved in the district court for summary

judgment. On the appeal from the class
HL Pr°ced"ralHiSt°1'Y certication, our court—questioning
Plaintiffs brought this suit on Septem- whether it was reasonable to infer that the

ber 20, 2005, as a putative class action on putative class of authors favored the relief
behalf of similarly situated, rights-owning sought by the named plaintiffs—-provision-
authors.” After several years of negotia- ally vacated that class certication without
tion, the parties reached a proposed settle- addressing the merits of the issue, con-
ment that would have resolved the claims cluding instead that “resolution of Google’s
on a class-wide basis. The proposed set- fair use defense in the rst instance will
tlement allowed Google to make substan- necessarily inform and perhaps moot our
tially more extensive use of its scans of analysis of many class certication issues.”
copyrighted books than contemplated un- Authors Guild, 1716- 11- G00!Jl@ 1116-, 721
der the present judgment, and provided F.3d 132, 134 (Zd C11"-2013)

that Google would make payments to the On November 14, 2013, the district court
rights holders in return. On March 22, granted Googlots motion for Summary
2011, however, the district court rejected judgment, oonolnding that one nsos made
the proposed settlement as unfair to the by Googlo of oonyngntool books were fan
class members who relied on the named noes, promoted ]oy§ 107' Autl/L0/'18 Guild,
plaintiffs to represent their interests. Au- 954 F_Snnn_2d at 284_ Unon oonsidonation

tho“ Guild v- Google Inc" 770 F-Supp-2d of the four statutory factors of § 107, the
666» 679'680(S-D-N'Y-2011) district court found that Google’s uses

On October 14, 2011, Plaintiffs led a were transformative, that its display of
fourth amended class action complaint, copyrighted material was properly limited,
which is the operative complaint for this and that the Google Books program did
appeal. See Dist. Ct. Docket No. 985. not impermissibly serve as a market sub-
The district court certied a class on May stitute for the original works. Id. at 290.
31, 2012. Authors Guild v. Google Iuc., The court entered judgment initially on
282 F.R.D. 384 (S.D.N.Y.2012). Google November 27, 2013, followed by an amend-
appealed from the certication, and moved ed judgment on December 10, 2013, dis-

downloaded from the services offered on U Copy. On the other hand, the agreement re-
of M's website or otherwise disseminated to quires Stanford to employ its digital copies in
the public at large. conformity with the copyright law. Without

JA 233. evidence to the contrary, which Plaintiffs

to be less restrictive on Stanford than its construe these potentially conflicting provi-
agreements with other libraries. It ostensibly sions as meaning that Stanford may do the
permits Stanford's libraries to "provide ac- enumerated things ostensibly permitted only
cess to or copies from the Stanford Digital to the extent that dging so wguld be in mn-
Copy” to a wide range of users, including formity with the copyright law_
individuals authorized to access the Stanford
University Network, individuals affiliated with 9. A year earlier, authors brought suit against
"partner research libraries," and "education, the HathiTrust Digital Library, alleging facts
research, government institutions and librar- that are closely related, although not identi-
ies not affiliated with Stanford," CA 133, and cal, to those alleged in the instant case. Au-
to permit authorized individuals to download thors Guild, Inc. v. HathiTru$t, 755 F.3d 87,
or print up to ten percent of Stanford Digital 91 (Zd Cir.2014).

Google's agreement with Stanford appears have not provided, it seems reasonable to 4
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missing Plaintiffs’ claims With prejudice. “[W]hile I shall think myself bound to
Plaintiffs led timely notice of appeal. secure every man in the enjoyment of his

copy-right, one must not put manacles
DISCUSSION 10 upon science.” Cary v. Kearsley, 170 Eng.

I_ The Law OfFaq:7' Use Rep. 4

[1 2] The ultimate goal of eepyrieht is Courts thus developed the doctrine, even-
to expend public knewl dge and ende I__ tually named fair use, which permits unau-
Standing which eepyrieht Seeke to achieve thorized copying in some circumstances, so

by giving potential creators exclusive con- as to further “copynghs very purpose’
trel eepyine of their Weeks thus ee-V_ ‘[t]o promote the Progress of Science and

ing them a nancial incentive ’to create uSefu1ArtS'mCampbe”v'ACu_RO8eMu'
informative intellectually enriching Works sic’ Inc" 510 US’ 569’ 575’ 114 S'Ct' 1164’
for public consumption. This objective is 127 L'Ed'2d 500 (1994) (quoting US‘

Const Art. I, § 8, cl. 8). Although wellclearly reected in the Constitution’s em- "
pewerment ef Cengmss “Te promote the established in the common law develop-

Progress of Science . . . by securing for ment of copynght’ fair use was not recog-
limited Times to Authors . . . the exclusive nized in the terms of our statute until the
Right to their respective Writings ,, U S adoption of § 107 in the Copyright Act of

C0nst., Art. I, § 8, cl. 8 (emphasis add- 1976' 17 U'S'C' §§ 101 et Seq‘

ed).“ Thus, while authors are und0ubted- [3 S t 107 f ,3

ly important intended beneficiaries of ec Ion ’ In 1 S present Orm’
copyright, the ultimate, primary intended provides:
beneciary is the public, Whose access to [T1116 fail‘ H58 Of 3 copyrighted Work - - -

knowledge copyright seeks to advance by for Purposes Such as Criticism, Comment,
providing rewards for authorship. IIQWS reporting, teaching (including mili-

Fer nearly three hundred yeare sinee tiple copies for classroom use), scholar-

shortly after the birth of copyright in Eng- Ship’ or research’ ls not an infringement
land in 1710,12 courts have recognized that, of copyright‘ In determining Whether
in certain circumstances, giving authors the use made of a Work in any particular
absolute control over all copying from their case is a fair_uSe the factors to be c0n'
Works Would tend in some circumstances sldered Shall mcludew
to limit, rather than expand, public knoWl- (1) the purpose and character of the
edge. In the Words of Lord Ellenborough, use, including whether such use is of a

l0. The district court had subject-matter juris- Copies of Printed Books in the Authors,"
diction over this federal copyright action pur- which explains as its purpose "the Encour-
Suant IO Z8 U-5-C §§ 13318IlCi1338(3)- This agemcnt of Learned Men to Compose and
Court has jurisdiction Over the appeal from Write useful Books." Statute of Anne [171O].
the final decision of the district court pursu-
ant to 28 U.S.C. § 1291. We review an order 12_ Id_
granting summary judgment de rzovo, drawing

1 ' ' f .

:11_11le;e;_ff)£2B:§ faiai lAr£If§;fI;3crZi_'1?rO€j‘;f/Eris 13. The last sentence was added in 1992, rc-
g P y . . . - Y . . .

C0., Inc. v. Interstate Fire & Cas. C0., 702 F.3d ie*Z;‘(‘;(fm‘1;_‘Ii)M°$‘;“‘;ni_ “§:§tr‘:;" u‘b“lii‘;l(;”ii:e:e
l18,12O—21(2dC1r.2O12). _, H '_ I P

IIOFITIH y €l'1_]Oy lI1SL1 8 lOl’1 l"Ol'I1 311' U56 COpy-
ll. Asimilar message is reected in England's ing-H 311 F-Zd 90, 95 (Zd Cif~i987)- See

original copyright enactment, "An Act for the Pub.L. 102-492, Oct. 24, 1992, 106 Stat.
Encouragement of Learning, by Vesting the 3145.
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commercial nature or is for nonprot any Way,’ and intended that courts contin-
educational purposes; ue the common-law tradition of fair use
(2) the nature of the copyrighted adjudication.” Campbell, 510 US. at 577,
work; 114 S.Ct. 1164 (quoting H.R.Rep. No. 94-
(3) the amount and substantiality of 1476» at 66 (1976), S-Rep N°- 94-4737 at 62
the portion used in relation to the (1975), U-S C0de Cong" & Admin News

Work as a Whole; and Fl.lI'th€I'ITlOI'9, l'l0tVVith—
(4) the effeot of the use upon the po_ standing fair use’s long common-law histo-
tentiai market for oi. Value of the ry, not until the Campbell ruling in 1994
eopyiighted Work did courts undertake to explain the stan-

The fact that a work is unpublished dards for nding fair use‘
shall not itself bar a nding of fair use The Campbell (301111 11I1d6I"B00k 3 00111-
if such nding is made upon c()n$ide1'- prehensive analysis of fair use’s require-
ation of all the above factors. ments, discussing every segment of § 107.

17 U_g_C_ § 107_ As the Supreme Court Beginning with the examples of purposes
has designated fair use an affirmative de- Set forth ih the Stathteis Preamble, the
fense, see Campbelt 510 U_S_ at 590, 114 Court made clear that they are “illustra-
S_(jt_ 1154, the party asserting fair use tive and not limitative” and “provide only
bears the burden of proof, Am. Geophyszl general guidance about the $0113 of COPY-
cal Union v. Texaco Inc, 60 F.3d 913, 918 ihg that courts and C°hgT9$$ most com‘
(gd Q11-_1994)_ monly ha[ve] found to be fair uses.” 510

The statutevs Wording’ derived from a at 577-578, i14.S.Ct. 1i64 (internal
brief observation of Justice Joseph Story quotations and citations omitted). The
in Folsom u May.s]t,14 does not furnish statute “calls for case-by-case analysis”
standards for recognition of fair use. Its and “if not to be Simplied with brighiiineinstruction to consider the “purpose and rules. Id. at 577,114 S.Ct. 1164. Section
eharaetei.» of the secondary use and the 107 s four factors are not to be treated in
unaturev of the copyrighted Work does not isolation, one from another. All are to be
explain What types of “purpose and ehai.ae_ explored, and the results weighed togeth-
ter” or “nature” favor a nding of fair use er» ih iighi of the Purposes of Chpynght-”
and which do not_ In faet, as the supreme Id. at 578, 114 S.Ct. 1164. Each factor
Court observed in Campbell, the House thus stands as part of a multifaceted as-
Report makes eieai. that, in passing the sessment of the crucial question: how to
statute, Congress had no intention of nor- ‘ieiihe the bhuhdary iihiit of the Oiigiiiai
mativeiy dictating fan. use poiioy_ The author’s exclusive rights in order to best
purpose of the enactment was to give i.eo_ serve the overall objectives of the copy-
ognition in the statute itself to such an right iaw to exhahd Piihiic ieahhiiig Whiie
important part of eopyright law developed protecting the incentives of authors to cre-
by the courts through the common law ate for the piibiic good-
process. “Congress meant § 107 ‘to re- At the same time, the Supreme Court
state the present judicial doctrine of fair has made clear that some of the statute’s
use, not to change, narrow, or enlarge it an four listed factors are more signicant

14. 9 F. Cas. 342, 348 (C.C.D.Mass.1841) materials used, and the degree in which the
("[W]e must often, in deciding questions of use may prejudice the sale, or diminish the
this sort, look to the nature and objects of the profits, or supersede the objects, of the origi-
selections made, the quantity and value of the nal work.").
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than others. The Court observed in Ha'r- merely ‘supersede[s] the objects’ of the
per & Row Publishers, Inc. 12. Nation E'n- original creation, .. . or instead adds
terprlses that the fourth factor, which as- something new, with a further pur-
sesses the harm the secondary use can pose. . . . [I]t asks, in other words, wheth-
cause to the market for, or the value of, er and to what extent the new work is
the copyright for the original, “is undoubt— ‘transformative.’ ” 510 U.S. at 578-579, 114
edly the single most important element of S.Ct. 1164 (citations omitted). While
fair use.” 471 U.S. 539, 566, 105 S.Ct- recognizing that a transformative use is
2218, 85 L-Ed-261 588 (1985) (Citing MEL- “not absolutely necessary for a nding of
VILLE B. NIMMER. 3 NIMMER 0N COPYRIGHT fair use,” the opinion further explains that
§ 13-05[A], at 13-76 (1984))- This is e0n— the “goal of copyright, to promote science
Sistent With the feet that the Copyright is 8 and the arts, is generally furthered by the
eelnnlereial right, intended to preterit the creation of transformative works” and that
ability of authors to Prot from the eX°lu' “lsluch works thus lie at the heart of the
sivo right to niorohandiso their oWn Work fair use d0ctrine’s guarantee of breathing

In Campbell, the Court stressed also the space Within the ooniinos of copyright-Y’
importance Qf the first faetef, the “purpose at 579, 114 In other WOI'dS,
and character of the Seeendary use)’ 17 transformative uses tend to favor a fair
U.S.C. § 107(1). The more the appI‘0pria- use nding because a transformative use is
tor is using the copied material fer new, one that communicates something new and
transformative purpesee, the more it different from the original or expands its
serves copyright’s goal of enriching public lltiiityl thus serving oopyrightls overall oh-
knowledge and the less likely it is that the jootivo of oontrihnting to Public knowledge-
appropriation will serve as a substitute for [5_8] The Word “tI_ansf0I_mative» can_

the hhlglhal Oh lts plallslhle dehlvallves’ not be taken too literally as a sufcient
Shhlhhlhg the protected market 0ppOhlllhl' key to understanding the elements of fair
hes of the chpyhlghlell Work’ hlo US’ at use. It is rather a suggestive symbol for a
591, 114 S.Ct. 1164 (noting that, when the complex thought and does not mean that

’ ‘ (6secondary use is transformative, market any and an changes made to an authofs
substitution is at least less certain, and Original text Win necessarily Support a

market hhhlh may hot be so rehlllly lh_ nding of fair use. The Supreme C0urt’s
lhlTe‘l‘”)' discussion in Campbell gave important

With this background, We Preeeed to guidance on assessing when a transforma-
discuss each of the statutory factors, as tive use tends to Support 3 eenelusien of
illuminated by Campbell and subsequent fair use. The defendant in that case de-
case law, in relation to the issues here in fended on the ground that its work was 3
dispute. parody of the original and that parody is a

time-honored category of fair use. Ex-
H" Tllhseahch ahd Snippet plaining why parody makes a stronger, or

Vlew Fmlcllwns in any event more obvious, claim of fair
14- Factor one use than satire, the Court stated,
[4] (1) Transformative purpose. [T]he heart of any parodist’s claim to

Campbell ’s explanation of the rst factor’s quote from existing material . . . is the
inquiry into the “purpose and character” of use of . . . a prior author’s composition
the secondary use focuses on whether the to . . . comment[] on that author’s
new work, “in Justice Story’s words, .. . works. . . . If, on the contrary, the com-
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mentary has no critical bearing on the A further complication that can result
substance or style of the original compo- from oversimplified reliance on whether
sition, which the alleged infringer meI'e- the copying involves transformation is that
iy uses te get attention Or to avoid the the word “transform” also plays a role in
drudgery in Working tip something dening “derivative Works,” over which the
fresh» the eieini to fairness in herrewing original rights holder retains exclusive
from anothes Work diminishes accord‘ control. Section 106 of the Act species
ingly (if it does not vanish). . . . Parody the “exclusive rightt ]» of the copyright
needs to mimic an original to make its Owner “(2) to prepare derivative Works
point, and so has some claim to use the based upon the copyrighted Work» See 17

creation of _its Victimis ' " imagination’ U.S.C. § 106. The statute denes deriva-
Whereas Sabre can stand on Its Own two tive Works largely by example rather thanfeet and so requires Justification for the explanation The examples include “tranS_
er t of b rr 'n . . . .V y ac 0 Om g lation, musical arrangement, dramatiza-

Q

LId‘ at 580_81* 114 S'Ct' 1164 (emphasis tion, ctionalization, motion picture ver-
added). In other Words, the would-be fair sion’ Sound recording’ art reproduction’
user of anotheris work must have justica- abridgemeht, condensation,» to which list
tion for the taking. -A secondary author is the Statute adds “any other form in which
not necessarily at liberty to make Whole- Work be tmnsfovmedj, 17

, 3’sale takings of the original authors ex- U_S‘C_ § 101 (emphasis addedv AS

pr.eS.SiOn merely because, of how Wen the noted in Authors Guild, Inc. i2. Hathi-original author’s expression would convey “ . . .

the secondary author’s different message. Zimst’ [I;]ar?dl1gi;1at1€heXimple1s sf der;,Va-
Among the best recognized Justications We W_Or S mcu e e ransalon O afor copying from an0ther,S Work is to prO_ novel into another language, the adapta-

vide comment on it or criticism of it. A non of a novel mm a movle or play’ or the
taking from another author’s Work for the recasting of 3 novel as an e'bO01_{ or anpurpose of making points that have no audiobook.” 755 F.3d 87, 95 (2d Cir.2014).
hearing Oh the Orig,-hat may vveh be fair While such changes can be described as
use, hut the taker would heed to Show a transformations, they do not involve the
justicatieh_ This part of the supreme kind of transformative purpose that favors
Court’s discussion is signicant in assess- 3 fair use nding The statutory denitien
ing Google’s claim of fair use because, as suggests that derivative Works generaiiy
discussed extensively be1OW,(}0Og1e’S claim involve transformations in the nature of
of transformative purpose for copying Changes of form. 17 U.S.C- § 101- By
from the Works of others is to provide contrast, copying from an original for the
otherwise unavailable information about purpose of criticism or commentary on the
the originals. original ‘6 or provision of information about

15. The full text of the statutory definition is as modifications which, as a whole, represent an
follows: "A ‘derivative work' is a work based original work of authorship, is a ‘derivative
upon one or more preexisting works, such as work,’ " 17 U,$_C_ § 101_
a translation, musical arrangement, dramati-
zation, fictionalization, motion picture ver- l6_ See’ Beg” Slmtmst Bank v_ Houghmn Ml-fl-H
sion, sound recording, art reproduction, CO" 268 F.3d 1257' 12694271 (nth Cit
abridgement, condensation, or any other form 2001) (copying from Original to Support pap
In whlch a Work may be reftaét’ transfotméd’ odic criticism of 0riginal's moral code justi-or adapted. A work consisting of editorial . . .

_ _ _ _ tied as transformative fair use purpose).revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other
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it," tends most clearly to satisfy Camp- tiffs’ derivative rights is discussed in the
bell ’s notion of the “transforinative” pur- next Part.)
pose involved in the analysis of Factor
One.“ [9] (2) Search Function. We have no

With these considerations in mind, we difiicnity Concluding that Gnngieis making
rst consider whether Google’s search and of a digital COPY of Plaintiffs’ hanks ihi' the
snippet views functions satisfy the rst fair purpose of enabling a Search for identica-
use factor with respect to Plaintiffs’ rights tion of books containing a term of interest
in their books. (The question Whether to the searcher involves a highly transfor-
these functions might infringe upon Plain- mative purpose, in the sense intended by

17. See, e.g., HathiTrust, 755 F.3d at 97-98 particularly helpful in explaining fair use.
(justifying as transformative fair use purpose The term would encompass changes of form
the digital copying of original for purpose of that are generally understood to produce de-
permitting searchers to determine whether its rivative works, rather than fair uses, and, at
tcxt employs particular words); /1-V- ex rel» the same time, would fail to encompass copy-
Vanderhye 1/. iParadigms, LLC, 562 F.3d 630, mg for purposes that are generally and prop.
638—64O (4th Cir-2009) klnstihnng as transfoi“ erly viewed as creating fair uses. When a
inati‘/6 iaii" L156 PnrP0$a the Coinpiete digital novel is converted into film, for example, the
Copying Oi a niann5CriPt to determine Wheth' original novel and the film ideally comple-
er the Original included matter plagiarized ment one another in that each contributes to
from other works); Perfect 10' Ind V" Ama‘ achieving results that neither can accomplish
Zodcom’ Inc" 508 F'3d 1146’ 1165 (9th Cir‘ on its own. The invention of the original
2007) tiusnfymg as tr?m_SfOrmanv€ fair use author combines with the cinematographic
purpose the use of a _d1g1tal' thumbnail copy interpretive skills of the filmmaker to produceif $2 Z$gE:i)iOI2;?;1:leA?_2_blzigggeégfplhiggg something that neither could have produced

oh <--->; iiiiiifiygii§i°Ef.§l“Tl°f§'mZ‘ileiiimlvili
60”‘? Blum’ ,3” F'3d 385 (4th Clr'_2003) picture version" of the novel, 17 U.S.C.
(iuslfllfying a_S _fa1{ use pbifpsg the ‘g9Py‘“gh9f § 101, without undertaking to parody it or to
:2; Zlraiuzlzfilpnta foiinlz1:6 lgufpojeutgflggi/pin; comment on it, the film is generally under-

that he murdered his father and was an unfit Stood to be a. diirivaiive wor.k’ which under
custodian of his children); Nunez v. Caribbe- § 106.’ fans Wnhm the excluswe rights of the
an Int’! News Corp, 235 F.3d 18, 21-23 (lst °°py“ght °“’“er' .Am.‘°“gh ‘he? °°mple"‘em
Cir.2000) (justifying as transformative fair use one an.0ther' the lm is not a fair uSe' At the
purpose a newspaper's copying of a photo of Sain? nme’ when a Secondary Work duotiis an
winner of beauty pageant in a revealing pose O.ngmal. for ihc purpose. of .par9dymg It’. or
for the purpose of informing the public of the FhSCr,edmng_ It by exposing its inaccuracies‘

. . . ll d h ‘ h d t k' 'i 0 ic, or is onest sue an un er a in sreason the winner's title was withdrawn). g _ y’ g 1not within the exclusive prerogatives of the
18. The Seventh Circuit takes the position that Fight$ hoideri it PF0<in¢¢$ 11 fair L1$¢- Yet,

the kind of secondary use that favors satisfac- Whan the Purpose Oi the Second is essentiaiiy
tion of the fair use test is better described as a t0 destroy the first. the tW0 art? 0t ¢0ITlf0Ft-
"complementary" use, referring to how a ably described as complementaries that com-
hammer and nail complement one another in bie I0 Pf0dt1C6 l0g6th€‘r Somelhirlg that Hei-
that together they achieve results that neither thcr could have produced independently of
can agcgmplish on its Qwn_ Ty, Inc, 1/_ th other. W6 l"€COgl"liZ€, 88 just DOM-Ed 8.bOV€,
PubZ'ns Irit’Z, LId., 292 F.3d S12, 517—518 (7th that the word "transformative," if interpreted
Cir.2002); see also Kierzitz v. Scormie Nation too broadly, can also seem to authorize copy-
LLC, 766 F.3d 756, 758 (7th Cir.2Ol4), cert. ing that should fall within the scope of an
denied, —- U.S. -—-—, 135 S.Ct. 1555, 191 author's derivative rights. Attempts to find a
L.Ed.2d 638 (2015); WILLIAM M. LANDES is circumspect shorthand for a complex concept
RICHARD A. POSNER, THE ECONOMIC STRUCTURE or are best understood as suggestive of a general
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW 153-154 (2003). direction, rather than as definitive descrip-
We do not find the term "complementary" tions. I
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Campbell. Our court’s exemplary discus- ent function from the original.” Hathi-
sion in HathiTrust informs our ruling. Trust, 755 F.3d at 97.

That case involved a dispute that is closely AS with Hathmst (and ipamdigms ),

related, although not identical, to this one.

Authors brought claims of copyright in- th_e_pu1rpOSe 0_f hogglss kcohyme of tie
fringement against HathiTrust, an entity Ongena cot?-yr1_g e ‘O0 S 1S_ 0 ma e

available signicant information about
formed by libraries participating in the
Geeele Library Project to peel the digital tItose books, permitting a searcher to iden-

co ies of their books created for them by my those that contam a Word or term _0fP .

Geeele The Suit challenged Various usae_ interest, as well as those that do not in-

es HathiTrust made of the digital copies clude reference to it. In addition, through

Among the challenged uses was Hathi_ the ngrams tool, Google allows readers to

Tmses Offer to its patrons of “fun_teXt learn the frequency of usage of selected

searches,» Which’ Very mueh like the words in the aggregate corpus of published

Search Offered by Geeele Books to Inte1._ books in different historical periods. We

net users, permitted patrons of the librar- have ho dohht that the Purpose of this

ies to locate in which of the digitized books Copying is the $0I't Of t1‘ah5f01'h13tiVe PUT‘

specic words or phrases appeared. 755 Pose described in Campbell as Strongly
F_3d at 98_ (HathiTmst’s Search facility favoring satisfaction of the rst factor.

did not include the snippet view function, We recognize that em, ease differs from

OE an}? other dislay of text‘) We conelhde HathiTrust in two potentially significant

e t at both t 9 makmg of the dlgltal respects First HathiTrust did not “dis-
copies and the use of those copies to offer play to tee usereny text from the undeI_1y_

the search tool were fair uses. Id. at 105. mg copyrighted Work,” 755 Fed at 91’ I
Notwithstanding that the libraries had Whereas Google Books provides the

dowhlohded ahd Stored eothplete ‘hgttat searcher with snippets containing the word

copies hf ehthe hooks’ We hoted that Such that is the subject of the search. Second,

eepyihg was essential to permit Searchers HathiTrust was a nonprot educational en-
to identify and locate the books in which my, While Geegle is e preemetiveted

Words or phrases of interest to them ah‘ commercial corporation. We discuss those
peared. Id. at 97. We concluded “that differences below
the creation of a full-text searchable data-
base is a quintessentially transformative (3) Snippet View Plaintiffs Correctly

use . . . [as] the result of a word search is Point out that this case is Signicantly
different in purpose, character, expressign’ different fI‘OII1 HCtt]’L'tT7'Lt8t in that th8 GOO-

meaning, and message from the page (and gle Books search function allows searchers

the book) from which it is drawn.” Id. We t0 read Snippets from the hook Searched,

cited A_V, ex rel, Vanderhyg 1;, iPam- whereas HathiTrust did not allow search-

digms, LLC, 562 F.3d 630, 639-40 (4th ers to view any part of the book. Snippet

Cir.2009), Perfect 10, Inc. v. Amazoncom, view adds important value to the basic

Ina, 508 F.3d 1146, 1165 (9th Cir.2007), transformative search function, which tells

and Kelly v. Arriba Soft Corp, 336 F.3d only whether and how often the searched

811, 819 (9th Cir.2003) as examples of term appears in the book. Merely know-

cases in which courts had similarly found ing that a term of interest appears in a

the creation of complete digital copies of book does not necessarily tell the searcher

copyrighted works to be transformative whether she needs to obtain the book,

fair uses when the copies “served a differ- because it does not reveal whether the

l

1

ii
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term is discussed in a manner or context Books functions, Plaintiffs stress that Goo-
falling within the scope of the searcher’s gle is prot-motivated and seeks to use its
interest. For example, a searcher seeking dominance of book search to fortify its
books that explore Einstein’s theories, who overall dominance of the Internet search
nds that a particular book includes 39 market, and that thereby Google indirectly
usages of “Einstein,” will nonetheless con- reaps prots fmm the Google Books func_

clude she can skip that book if the snippets ti0ns_

reveal that the book speaks of “Einstein”
because that is the name of the author’s For these arguments Plamtlffs rely pn'
cat. In contrast, the snippet will tell the manly on two Sources‘ rst ls Cengressls
searcher that this is a book she needs to Specication in Spelling out the rst fair
obtain if the snippet shows that the author use factor in the text of § 107 that e°nSid'
is engaging With'EinStein,S the0I.ieS_ eration of the “purpose and character of

, _ ,, _ _ the [secondary] use” should “include[e]
Googles division of the page into tiny Whether Such is of c.a1

sni et‘ is desi ed to show the searcher i l T 1 na_
. pp b gn . ture or is for nonprot educational pur-

_]11S‘l3 enough context surrounding the ,, S d . th S C t,
searched term to help her evaluate Wheth- posee econ ls e upreme our S

. . assertion in dictum in Sony Corporation ofer the book falls within the scope of her A . U . Z C. S d. I
interest (without revealing so much as to memca U mversa My tu ws’ nc’
threaten the author’s copyright interests). that “every eommereial use of °°P?”'ighted
S . t . th dd . t tl t th material is presumptively unfair.” 464

h?1£Fet1:;:;Or:§t?Ve Slinlgeatgf 51etife U.S. 417, 451, 104 sot. 774, 78 L.Ed.2d
Q Y P P Y

ing books of interest to the searcher. 574 U984)’ If that were the extent of
with respect to the rst factor test it precedential authority on the relevance of
favors nding of fair use (unless lhe commercial motivation, Plaintiffs’ argu-

value of its transformative purpose is over- meme would muster impressive Support‘
come by its providing text in a manner However, while the commercial motivation

that offers a competing substitute for of the Secondary use ean undoubtedly
Plaintiffs’ books, which we discuss under Weigh against a nding of fair use in some
factors three and four be10W)_ circumstances, the Supreme Court, our

court, and others have eventually recog-
(if) Googlels Commercial Motijjatiom nized that the Sony dictum was enormous-

Plaintiffs also contend that Googles com- 1 overstated'19

mercial motivation weighs in their favor y
under the rst factor, G()Qgle’s c0mmer- The Sixth Circuit t0Ok the Sony dictum
cial motivation distinguishes this case from at its word in Acnjf-Rose Music, Inc. 1;.

HathiT"mst, as the defendant in that case Campbell, concluding that, because the de-

was a non-prot entity founded by, and fendant rap music group’s spoof of the
acting as the representative of, libraries. plaintiffs ballad was done for prot, it
Although Google has no revenues flowing could not be fair use. 972 F.2d 1429,

directly from its operation of the Google 1436-1437 (6th Cir.1992). The Supreme

19. Campbell, 510 U.S. at 583-84, 114 S.Ct. Cir.2007); Kelly v. Arriba Soft Corp, 336 F.3d
1164; Cariou 1/. Prince, 714 F.3d 694, 708 (Zd 811, 819 (9th Cir.2003); see also Monge v.
Cir.2013) cert. denied, U.S. i, 134 S.Ct. Maya Magazines, Inc., 688 F.3d 1164, 1172
618, 187 L.Ed.2d 411 (2013); Castle Rock (9th Cir.20l2) (noting that Campbell "de-
Entm '1‘, Inc. v. Carol Pub. Grp., Inc, 150 F.3d bunked the notion that Sony called for a ‘hard
132, 141-42 (Zd Cir.1998); Perfect 10, Inc. v. evidentiary presumption’ that commercial use
Anzazoncom, Inc., S08 F.3d 1146, 1165 (9th is presumptively unfair/')
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Court reversed on this very point, observ- stead, the more transformative the new
ing that “Congress could not have intend- work, the less will be the signicance of
ed” such a broad presumption against other factors, like commercialism, that
commercial fair uses, as “nearly all of the may weigh against a nding of fair use_”)

illustrative USQS l1St8d in the pI'€3.ITlbl6 (internal qugtatign marks, citations, and

Paragraph ef§ 107 - - - are generally e°h- alterations omitted); Castle Rock Entm’t,
ducted for prot in this country-” Cami» Inc. v. Carol Pub. Gm, Ina, 150 F.3d 132,

bell, 510 U.S. at 584, 114 S.Ct. 1164 (inter- 141_42 (gd ()1;-1998) (“We do not give
nal quotation marks and citations omitted). much Weight to the fact that the Secondary

The Court emphasized C0ngTesS’S state“ use was for commercial gain. The more

ment in the House Report to the effect critical inquiry under the rst factor and
that the commercial or nonprot character in fair use analysis generally is Whether

of a work is “not conclusive” but merely “a the allegedly infringing Work merely sii_

feet to be ‘Weighed along with Otherlsl in persedes the original work or instead adds
fair use decisions.’ ” Id. at 585, 114 S.Ct. Something new, with a further purpose Oi,

1164 (quotmg H'RjR_ep' NO‘ 94-1476’ at 66 different character, altering the rst with
(1976))' In explammg the rst fair use new meaning or message, in other Words

factmlf the sour; clarieddthat uthekmore whether and to what extent the new work
trans Ormatwe t e [sewn ary] WOT ’ the is transformative.”) (internal quotation
less will be the signicance of other fac-
tors, like commercialism, that may weigh
against a nding of fair use.” Id. at 579, While we recognize that in some circum-
114 S.Ct. 1164. stances, a commercial motivation on the

Our court has since repeatedly rejected Perl? of the seeehrlery user Wlll Weigh

the contention that commercial motivation egalhst her, espeelelly» as the Supreme

should outweigh a convincing transforma- Court suggested» Wheh 3 Pershaslve trans"
tive purpose and absence of signicant ferlhalllve Pllrpese ls laeklhg> Campbell,

substitutive competition with the original. 510 U~S- at 579, 114 S-Ch 1164, We see he
See Camm q)_ Prime, 714 F_3d 594, 708 (gd reason in this case why Google’s overall

Cii~_2()13), @911, denied, __ U,S_ ____, 134 prot motivation should prevail as a rea-

S_C,t_ 618, 187 L_Ed_2d 411 (2013) (“The son for denying fair use over its highly
commercial/nonprot dichotomy concerns convincing transformative purpose, togeth-
the unfairness that arises when a seoond- er with the absence of signicant substitu-
ary user makes unauthorized use of oopy- tive competition, as reasons for granting
righted material to capture signicant rev- fair use. Many of the most universally
enues as a direct consequence of copying accepted forms of fair use, such as news

the original work. This factor must be reporting and commentary, quotation in
applied with caution because, as the Su- historical or analytic books, reviews of
preme Court has recognized, Congress books, and performances, as well as paro-

could not have intended a rule that com- dy, are all normally done commercially for
mercial uses are presumptively unfair. In- prot.“

marks, citations, and alterations omitted).

20. Just as there is no reason for presuming qualify as a fair use. Authors who write for
that a commercial use is not a fair use, which educational purposes, and publishers who in-
would defeat the most widely accepted and vest substantial funds to publish educational
logically justified areas of fair usc, there is materials, would lose the ability to earn reve-
likewise no reason to presume categorically nues if users were permitted to copy the ma-
that a nonprofit educational purpose should terials freely merely because such copying

,
i
~
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B. Factor Two ply that others may freely copy it. Those

The second fair use factor directs con- Whe report the news nndehhtediy Create
sideratien of the “nature of the eepyr-ight_ factual works. It cannot seriously be ar-

ed Work.” While the “transformative ghee that» fol" that reason, Others may
purpose” inquiry discussed above is con- freely COPY and Iediseeininate news Ye"

ventionally treated as a part of rst fac- Ports-21

tor analysis, it inevitably involves the sec-

ond factor as well. One cannot assess [11] In Considering the Second teeter
whether the copying work has an 0b_je¢_ in HathiTrust, We concluded that it was

tive that differs from the original without “not dispositive,” 755 F.3d at 98, comment-
considering both Works, and their respec- ing that courts have hardly ever found that
tive objectives. the second factor in isolation played a

[10] The Second factor has rarely large role in explaining a fair use decision.

played a signicant role in the determina- The Same 1s_ true herej Willie each of the
tion of a fair use dispute’ See WILLIAM F_ three Plaintiffs’ books 1n this case is factu-
PATRY’ PATRY ON FAIR USE § 41 (2015)_ al, we do not consider that as a boost to
The Supreme Court in Heme? & Row Google’s claim of fair use. If one (or all)

made a passing observation in dictum that, of the piaiiitiff Works were ciiioit We do
nmhe law generally recognizes a greater not think that would change in any Way

need to disseminate factual works than Oiii” aPPi'aisai' Nothing iii this case iiiiiii'
Works of ction or fantasy.” 471 U.S. 539, eiices iis one Way or the other with respect
563, 105 S_Ct_ 2218 (1985)_ Gem-ts have to the second factor considered in isolation.

sometimes speculated that this might To the extent that the “nature” of the
mean that a nding of fair use is more ehiginai eeliyghted Work neeessariiy coin"
favored when the copying is of factual hines With the “Purpose and character" Of
Works than when eepying is from Works of the secondary Work to permit assessment

ction. However, while the copyright does of Whether the Seeendery W0Yk uses the
not protect facts or ideas set forth in a Original in 3 “thinsfermative” manner, 9-S

Work, it does protect that author’s manner the term is need in Campbell, the 56001161

of expressing those facts and ideas, At factor favors fair use not because Plain-
least unless a persuasive fair use justica- tiffs’ Works are faotual, but b60a11S6 the
tion is involved, authors of factual Works, secondary use transformatively provides
like authors of ction, should be entitled to Valuable information about the original,
copyright protection of their protected ex- rather than replicating protected expres-
pression. The mere fact that the original sion in a manner that provides a meaning-
is a factual Work therefore should not im- ful substitute for the original.

was in the service of a nonprofit educational well have meant is that, because in the case of
mission. The publication of educational ma- factual writings, there is often occasion to test
terials would be substantially curtailed if such the accuracy of, to rely on, or to repeat their
Pnbiieetiens eetiid be treeiy CePied for hen" factual propositions, and such testing and re-
Prefit edneetienai PnrPe5e$~ liance may reasonably require quotation (lest

21. We think it unlikely that the Supreme E1 Change of expression unwittingly aha? thee

Court meant in its concise dictum that sec- acts)’ iaciuai Workaoften PFe$@Hl W6ll_]ust1-
Ondary authors are at liberty to Copy eXlen_ fled fair uses, even if the mere fact that the

sively from the protected expression of the W°rk_ is faciuai does not necessariiy Justify
original author merely because the material is Copying of its proiecied expression-
factual. What the Harper & Row dictum may
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C. Factor Three varies with the purpose and character of
[12] The third Statutory factor in_ the use” and characterized the relevant

stmcts us to consider “the amount and questions as whether “the amount and

substantiality of the portion used in rela- Substantialfty of the portion used are
tion to the copyrighted Work as 3 Whom,» reasonable in relation to the purpose of the

The clear implication of the third factor is copying” Campbellf 510 Us‘ at 586'587’that nding of fair is likely 114 S.Ct. 1164, noting that the answer to
when Small amounts less important that question will be affected by “the de-

. ’ gree to which the [copying Work] may
passages’ are copled than when the copy‘ serve as a market substitute for the origi-
ing is extensive’ or encompasses the most nal or potentially licensed derivatives” id
impmant parts °f the °"igi“a1'22 The °b‘ at 587-588, 114 sot. 1164 (nding thét, in

Kélilliaiii fE’§i§§‘i§I§iiliiuiiiatiiitiff the of a PM“ mg’ “OW "M ~~~
‘ is reasonable Will de end sa on the ex-. P , Y,The larger the amount, or the more 1mpor- tent to which the Songs overriding

tam the part’ of Fhe _Origina1 that is copied’ pose and character is to parody the origi-the eater the likelihood that the second-gr nal or, in contrast, the likelihood that the
My Work might serve as an effectively parody may serve as a market substitute
competing substitute for the original, and for the OI_igina1,,)_

' ht th f d' ' ' h th ' ' lnllg erei Ore mums e Ongma In Hath2'Tmst, our court concluded inri hts holder s sales and rots.
g p its discussion of the third factor that “[b]e-
[13] (1) Search Function. The Google cause it was reasonably necessary for the

Books program has made a digital copy of [HathiTrust Digital Library] to make use
the entirety of each of Plaintiffs’ books. of the entirety of the Works in order to
Notwithstanding the reasonable implica- enable the full-text search function, We do
tion of Factor Three that fair use is more not believe the copying was excessive.
likely to be favored by the copying of 755 F.3d at 98. As with HathiTrust, not
smaller, rather than larger, portions of the only is the copying Of the totality Of the
original, courts have rejected any categori- original reasonably appropriate to Google’s
ca] rule that 3 copying of the entirety transformative purpose, it is literally nec-
cannot be 3 fair iiSe_23 Complete iin_ essary to achieve that purpose. If Google
changed cgpying hag 1-gpeatedly been C0pl8d less than th€ 1301'/3.llty Of tl1€ origi-
foiiiid justified as fair use when the copy- nals, its search function could not advise
ing was reasonably appropriate to achieve searchers reliably whether their searched
the copier’s transformative purpose and term appears in 3 book (OT h°W many
was done in such a manner that it did not times)-
offer a competing substitute for the origi'- While Google makes an unauthorized di-
nal.“ The Supreme Court said in Campbell gital copy of the entire book, it does notl

Hthat the extent of permissible copying reveal that digital copy to the public. The

22. See Harper & Row, 471 U.S. at 564—565, Commons, 29 COLUM. J.L. & ARTS 1, 5—6
105 S.Ct. 2218 (rejecting fair use defense for (2005).
copying of only about 300 words, where the
portion copied was deemed "the heart Of the 24. See cases cited supra note 17; see also Bill
b00k“)- Graham Archives 1/. Dorling Kindersley Ltd., iii

l

448 F.3d 605, 613 (Zd Cir.2006) ("[C]0pying
23. Some copyright scholars have argued this the entirety of a work is sometimes necessary

position. See, e.g., Paul Goldstein, C0pyright's to make a fair use of the [work]/').
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copy is made to enable the search func- ing of one snippet per page and of one
tions to reveal limited, important informa- page in every ten, the fact that no more
tion about the books. With respect to the than three snippets are shown—and no
search function, Google satises the third more than one per page—for each term
factor test, as illuminated by the Supreme searched, and the fact that the same snip-
Court in Campbell. pets are shown for a searched term no

(2) Snippet View. Google’s provision of niatter new many times, Oi‘ from how
snippet view makes our third factor inqui- inany different eenilinteis» the teiin is
ry different from that inquiry in Hathzl eeareherr in arliiitieni Geegie deee not
Trust. What matters in such cases is not Provide snippet View rel" types Of heoks,
so much “the amount and substantiality of eiieh as dictionaries and eeekheehe, for
the portion used" in ma/tmg Gt copy, but which viewing a small segment is likely to
rather the amount and substantiality of Satisfy the Seareheire nee<i- The reeiiit of
w/wt is theygby made accessible to 3 public these restrictions is, so far as the record
for which it may Serve as e competing demonstrates, that a searcher cannot suc-
substitute. In HathiTmst, notwithstand- eeed, even after hing extended effort to
ing the defendente fu11_teXt eepying, the multiply what can be revealed, in revealing
search function revealed virtually nothing threhgh 3 Snippet Seareh What eeiiid nee"
of the text of the originals to the public. fiiiiy Serve as a eenipeting Substitute for
Here, through the snippet view, more is U16 Original-
revealed to searchers than in HathiTmst. The biackiistingi which permanently

Without doubt, enabling searchers to see blocks about 22% of a bookis text from
portions of the copied texts could have snippet view, is by no means the most
determinative effect on the fair use analy- important of the obstacles Google has de_

ale The larger the tlllahtlty er the why" signed. While it is true that the blacklist-
righted text the searcher can see and the ing of 22% leaves 78% of a book theorett-_

lhere eehtrel the Searcher eah exerelse cally accessible to a searcher, it does not
ever What Part er the text She Sees’ the follow that any large part of that 78% is in
greater the llkellheeel that these reVela' fact accessible. The other restrictions
tions could serve her as an effective, free built into the program Work together to
ellhetltllte tar the pllrehase er the plalh' ensure that, even after protracted efforttiffs book. We nonetheless conclude that, over a substantial period of time, only
at least as presently strhetllreel by Geegle’ small and randomly scattered portions of a
the ehlllpet View (lees het reveal matter book will be accessible. In an effort to
that Otters the marketplace a alghllleahtl-Y show what large portions of text searchers
eehlpetlhg sllhatltllte fer the eepyrlghted can read through persistently augmented
Werl‘l- snippet searches, Plaintiffs’ counsel em-

Google has constructed the snippet fea- ployed researchers over a period of weeks
ture in a manner that substantially pro- to do multiple word searches on Plaintiffs’
tects against its serving as an effectively books. In no case were they able to ac-
competing substitute for Plaintiffs’ books. cess as much as 16% of the text, and the
In the Background section of this opinion, snippets collected were usually not sequen-
We describe a variety of limitations Google tial but scattered randomly throughout the
imposes on the snippet function. These book. Because Google’s snippets are arbi-
include the small size of the snippets (nor- trarily and uniformly divided by lines of
mally one eighth of a page), the blacklist- text, and not by complete sentences, para-
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graphs, or any measure dictated by con- to the marketplace a competing substitute
tent, a searcher would have great difficulty for the original, or its derivative, so as to
constructing a search so as to provide any deprive the rights holder of signicant rev-
extensive information about the book’s use enues because of the likelihood that poten-
of that term. As snippet view never re- tial purchasers may opt to acquire the
veals more than one snippet per page in copy in preference to the original. Be-
response to repeated searches for the cause copyright is a commercial doctrine
same term, it is at least difcult, and often whose objective is to stimulate creativity
impossible, for a searcher to gain access to among potential authors by enabling them
more than a single snippet’s worth of an to earn money from their creations, the
extended, continuous discussion of the fourth factor is of great importance in
term. making a fair use assessment. See Harper

The fact that Plaintiffs’ searchers man- & Row’ 471 US‘ at 566 105 Sch 2218
seed to reveal nearly 16% of the text of (describing the fourth factor as undoubt-

Plaintiffs’ books overstates the degree to edly the Single most important elemeht of
' I’

which snippet view can provide a meaning- fa" use )'
ful substitute. At least as important as Campbell stressed the elose linkage he_

the percentage of Words of a hook that are tween the rst and fourth factors, in that
revealed is the manner and order in which the more the eopyihe. is done to achieve a

they are revealed. Even if the search purpose that differs from the purpose of
function revealed 100% of the words of the the original, the less likely it is that the

copyrighted hook’ this would he of hthe copy will serve as a satisfactory substitute
substitutive value if the words were re- for the oi.ie.ihal_ 510 U'S_ at 591’ H4 S_Ct_

vealed in alphabetical order, or any order 1164_ Consistent with that observation,

other than the Order they fohhw ih the the Hath2'Trust court found that the fourth
Original h°°k' It cahhot he Said that a factor favored the defendant and sup-
revelation is “substantial” in the sense in- ported e nding of i-eh. use heeaose the
tended by the statute’s third factor if the ability to search the text of the hook to
revelation is in a form that communicates determine Whether it includes selected

hthe of the Sense of the Origihah The Words “does not serve as a substitute for
fragmentary and scattered nature of the the hooks that are being searehedy 755
snippets revealed, even after a determined, F_3d at loo
assiduous, time—consuming search, results
in a revelation that is not “substantial,” [16] However’ Comhbelys ohsewotioh
even if it includes an aggregate 16% of the as to the likelihood of o secondary use

text of the book If snippet View could be serving as an effective substitute goes only
used to reveal a coherent block amounting so i-an Even if the purpose of the copying

to 16% of a book’ that would raise 3 Very is for a valuably transformative purpose,
different question beyond the scope of our soeh copying might nonetheless harm the

lhqhh”y- value of the copyrighted original if done in
a manner that results in widespread reve-

D‘ Factor Fem‘ lation of sufficiently signicant portions of
[14, 15] The fourth fair use factor, “the the original as to make available a signi-

effect of the [copying] use upon the poten- cantly competing substitute. The question
tial market for or value of the copyrighted for us is whether snippet view, notwith-
work,” focuses on whether the copy brings standing its transformative purpose, does
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that. We conclude that, at least as snippet the year Roosevelt was stricken with polio.
view is presently constructed, it does not. By entering “Roosevelt polio” in a Google

Especially lh View of the feet that the Books search, the student would be taken

normal purchase price of a book is rela- to (among riumereus sites) 3 Snippet from
tively low in relation to the cost of man- Page 31 of Richard Thayer Geidbergos The
power needed to secure an arbitrary as- Ma/mm of Franklin D- Ruesevelt U981)»

sortment of randomly scattered snippets, teiiihg that the Pehe ettaek eeeuhhed in
we conclude that the snippet function does 1921- This Weuid setisfb’ the seereheies
not give searchers access to effectively heed tel’ the heeh, eihhihetihg any heed to
competing substitutes. Snippet view, at Purchase it or acquire it freih 3 library-
best and after a large commitment of man- But What the searcher derived from the
power, produces discontinuous, tiny frag- shippet Wes e histerieei feet» Author
ments, amounting in the aggregate to no Geidhergls eepyhight dees het extend te
more than 16% of a book. This does not the facts eemhiuhieeted hy his h°°k- it
threaten the rights holders with any signif- Protects Ohiy the euthehs ihehher of eX‘
icant harm to the value of their copyrights Pi"essieh- Hoe/tiih it Uhtiieteui Cit?! St“-
or diminish their harvest of copyright rev- di08, 1116-, 613 F301 972, 974 (Zd C11"-1980)
enue_ (“A grant of copyright in a published work

We recognize that the Snippet function secures for its author a limited monopoly

can cause some loss of sales. There are over tne expresston It eontetnee) (empntr
surely instances in which a searcher’s need Sis added)‘ Google Wotno oe entitled’
for access to a text will be satised by the Witnont infringement of Gonnoergis eopy‘
snippet view resulting in either the loss of right’ to answer tne stnoentye query about
a sale to that searcher, or reduction of tne year Roosevelt was anneteo’ taking
demand on libraries for that title which tne information from Gotooergn oook'
might have resulted in libraries purchasing Tne fact tnet’ in tne ease of tne Stndentye
additional copies. But the possibility, or Snlppet eeeren’ tne information oame em‘
even the probability or certainty, of some oedoeo in tnree nnee of Golooergis Writ‘
loss of sales does not suffice to make the tng’ Wnien were Snpernnone to tne Search‘
copy an effectively competing substitute ens needs’ Wotno not onange tne taking of
that would tilt the weighty fourth factor in an unprotected toot into e eopyrtgnt in‘
favor of the rights holder in the original. nengentent
There must be a meaningful or signicant Even if the Snippet reveals some authe_

effect “upon the petentiei market for or rial expression, because of the brevity of a
value of the copyrighted work.” 17 U.S.C. Single Snippet and the eumhereeme, the
§ 1o7(4)- jointed, and incomplete nature of the ag-

Furthermore, the type of loss of sale gregation of snippets made available
envisioned above will generally occur in through snippet view, we think it would be
relation to interests that are not protected a rare case in which the searcher’s interest
by the copyright. A snippet’s capacity to in the protected aspect of the author’s
satisfy a searcher’s need for access to a work would be satised by what is avail-
copyrighted book will at times be because able from snippet view, and rarer still-
the snippet conveys a historical fact that because of the cumbersome, disjointed,
the searcher needs to ascertain. For ex- and incomplete nature of the aggregation
ample, a student writing a paper on of snippets made available through snippet
Franklin D. Roosevelt might need to learn view—that snippet view could provide a
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signicant substitute for the purchase of original form to cover also the copying of a
the author’s book. derivative reects a clear and logical policy

Accordingly, considering the fem. fair choice. An author’s right. to control and
use factors in light of the goals of eepy_ prot from the dissemination of herework
right, we conclude that Google’s making of Ought neete be gfgded elti eenveéeen of
a complete digital copy of Plaintiffs’ Works the Work mte a 1 eeent eem e eu-f th e f revidin the ublie thor of a book Written in English should be01" 9 PUTP S9 0 P g P . . . . fwith its Search and snippet View functions entitled to control also the dissemination o

the same book translated into other lan-t 1 1; ' 1; ' 1 tl d -(3. 83$ 3S snippe V1eW1§ pI'€S€Il y 8 k
signed) is a fair use and does not infringe feeegeejrzr e eeneeftlenfe e e f
Plaintiffs’ copyrights in their books. 1m' e eepyng 0 e composer e e

symphony or song should cover also con-
UL Dem-mm-we Rights in Search versions of the piece into scores for differ-

ent instrumentation, as Well as into record-and Snippet View
ings of performances.[17] Plaintiffs next contend that, under

Section 106(2), they have a derivative right This pehey is reected in the Statutory
in the application of Search and Snippet denition, which explains the scope of the
view functions to their works, and that “derivative” largely by eXemp1es_ine1ud'. “ . .

Google has usurped their exclusive market mg 3 _tra_ns1aeen_’ mueleel a“‘a“%"eme‘_‘tifor Such derivatives dramatization, fictionalization, motion pic-
_ ture version, sound recording, art repro-There is no merit to this argument. As . . . ,,duction abridgement, [or] condensation ——explained above, Google does not infringe before edding, “Or other form in which

_P1ein_eeIS, eepleeght in their Works by meke a Work may be recast, transformed, oring digital copies of them, where the copies adapted}, 17 USE. § 101_25 As noted
are used to enable the public to get infor- above’ this denition, Wh e impreeiee’

meeen about the Works’ Such as Whether’ strongly implies that derivative works over
and how Often they use epeeled Words er which the author of the original enjoys
terms (tegeeher Wlth penpherel Smppets ef exclusive rights ordinarily are those thattext, sufcient to show the context in represent the protected eepeete of the
which the word is used but too small to

provide e meaningful Substitute for the converted into an altered form, such as the
Weeks eepyrighted expression)‘ The conversion of a novel into a lm, the trans-copyright resulting from the Plaintiffs’ au- letien of e Writing into e different 1an_
thorship of their works does not include an eueeey the reproduction of e painting in
exclusive right to furnish the kind of infor- the form of e pester or pest card, reeI.e_

meeen about the Weeks that Geeglels pre' ation of a cartoon character in the form of
grams provide to the pubee Fer Substan‘ a three-dimensional plush toy, adaptation
tiany the Same reasons’ the eepyright that of a musical composition for different in-
protects Plaintiffs works does not include Struments, or other similar conversions‘
an exclusive derivative right to supply Such If Plaintiffs’ claim were based on Google’s
information through query of a digitized converting their books into a digitized
copy" form and making that digitized version

The extension of copyright protection accessible to the public, their claim would
beyond the copying of the Work in its be strong. But as noted above, Google

25. The complete text is set forth at footnote 15, supra.
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safeguards from public view the digitized Plaintiffs also seek to support their de-
copies it makes and allows access only to rivative claim by a showing that there is a
the extent ef permitting the public te current unpaid market in licenses for par-
search for the very limited information tiai Viewing of digitized hooks» stieh as the
accessible through the search function and iieehses that Phhiishers etirrehtiy graht te
snippet view. The program does not allow the Geegie Partners Pregram and Ama'
access in any substantial way to a book’s Zeiiie Seereh Inside the Beek program to
expressive content Nothing in the Statw display substantial portions of their books.

tory denition of a derivative work or of Plaintiffs rely on Innity Broadcast COT‘

the logic that underlies it suggests that pomtion U‘ Kimwood’ 150 Fed 104 (2nd
the author of Original évork enjovs Cir.1998) and United States 22. American

exclusive derivative right to supply infor- Society of Composeies’ Authws and Pub-
mation about that work of the sort commu- thi9iZ)r0§£iig)0t;2€ha51,2

secondary use that replaces a comparable
Plaintiffs seek to support their deriva- seryiee iieehsed hy the eepyright holder?

tive claim by a showing that there exist, or eyeh Without eharge» may eaiise market
would have existed, paid licensing markets harm-ii Pie-i Br at 51- in the eases eited»
in digitized works, such as those provided however’ the purpose of the eheiienged
by the Copyright Clearance Center or the secondary uses was not the dissemination
previous, revenue_generating Version of of information about the original works,
the Google Partners Program P1aintiffg which falls outside the protection of the
also point to the proposed. Settlement copyright, but was rather the re-transmis-

agreement rejected by the district court in Sim’ or reidissemination’ of their expres-
this case according to which Google would sive content These precedents do not
have paid authors for its use of digitized support the pr0pOSlt.lOn.1?la1nt1ftS assert-namely that the availability of licenses for

nicated by Google’s search functions.

providing unprotected information about a
potential existence of such paid licensing copyrighted Work’ or Supplying unpr0tect_
schemes does not support Plaintiffs’ deriv- ed services related to it’ gives the cOpy_

etive argiument The aeeess to the expree‘ right holder the right to exclude others
sive content of the original that is or would from providing Such information or Ser_

have been provided by the paid licensing viceS_

arrangements Plaintiffs cite is far more While the telephone ringtones atissue in
extensive than that which Google’s search the ASCAP case Plaintiffs cite are SupeI__

and snippet view functions provide. Those ciany comparable to G00gle»s Snippets in
arrangements allow or would have allowed that both consist of brief segments of the
public users to read substantial portions of copyrighted Work’ in a more signicant
the book. Such access would most likely Way they are fundamentally different’
eehstitute eepyright ihirihgemeht if het ii‘ While it is true that Google’s snippets dis-
eehsed by the rights heiders- Aeeeriiihgiy» play a fragment of expressive content, the
slleh arrahgemehts have he hearing Oh fragments it displays result from the ap-
Geegieis Present Programs, Which, in a pearance of the term selected by the
n0n-infringing manner‘, é1ll0W the public 1&0 searcher in an otherwise arbitrarily select-
obtain limited data about the contents of ed snippet of text. Unlike the reading
the book, without allowing any substantial experience that the Google Partners pro-
reading of its text. gram or the Amazon Search Inside the
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Book program provides, the snippet func- sonably exposed the rights holder to de-

tion does not provide searchers with any struction of the value of the copyright

meaningful experience of the expressive resulting from the public’s opportunity to

content of the book. Its purpose is not to employ the secondary use as a substitute
communicate copyrighted expression, but for purchase of the original (even though

rather, by revealing to the searcher a tiny this was not the intent of the secondary

Segment Surrounding the Searched term, user), this might well furnish a substantial

to give seme minimal e0nteXtha1 inf0I"ma- rebuttal to the secondary user’s claim of
tion to help the searcher learn whether the fair use For this reason, the Ayvy-the Soft

book’s use of that term will be of interest and perfect 10 courts, in iipheiding the

to hen The Segments taken them COPY‘ secondary user’s claim of fair use, ob-

righted music as ringtones, in contrast, are Served that thnnihnai] images, which

Selected Precisely heeause they Play the transformatively provided an Internet
most famous, beloved passages of the par- pathway to the original images’ were of

ticular piece--the expressive content that Snfeientiy low resolution that they were

members of the public Want to hear when not usable as effective substitutes for the
their phone rings. The value of the ring- originate Amba Soft 336 F_3d 811 at 819;

tone to the purchaser is not that it pro- Peyfect 10, 508 F_3d at 1165

vides information but that it provides a

inini_nerf0i-nianee of the meet annealing While Plaintiffs’ claim is theoretically

segment of the author’s expressive con- Sound, it is net Supported hy the evidence-

tent_ There is no reason to think the In HathiTmst, We faced substantially the

courts in the cited cases would have come Same eXP°Sn1"e‘t°'Ph"aeY argument The

to the same conclusion if the service being 1'ee01"d in HathiTm$t, h0WeVe1", “decil-

provided by the secondary user had been mehtiedl the eXten$iVe Security Tneashree

simply to identify to a subscriber in What [the Seeendary user] haldl Undertaken t0

key a selected composition was Written, Safeguard against the Fisk of a data
the year it was written, or the name of the breach,” evidence which was unrebutted.

composer. These cases, and the existence 755 F-3d at 100- The Hvi/%'T1”M8t 0011I‘t

of unpaid licensing schemes for substantial thuS f0L1I1(1 “H0 basis - - - Oh Which t0 0011-

viewing of digitized works, do not support clude that a security breach is likely to

Plaintiffs’ derivative works argument, occur, much less one that would result in
the public release of the specific copyright-

1V- Plaintiffs’ E9@P°$t”"e tn Rts/68 ed Works belonging to any of the plaintiffs

of Hac/".119 of Geegleie Ftlee in this case.” Id. at 100-101 (citing Clap-

[18] Plaintiffs argue that Google’s stor- PW v- Amnesty Mt? USA, ——- U-S- —,
age of its digitized copies of Plaintiffs’ 133 S.Ct. 1138, 1143, 185 L-Ed-2d 264

books exposes them to the risk that hack- (2013) (nding that I‘iS1< Of future harm

ers might gain access and make the books must be “certainly impending,” rather than

widely available, thus destroying the value merely “conjectural” or “hypothetical,” to

of their copyrights. Unlike the Plaintiffs’ constitute a cognizable injury-in-fact), and

argument just considered based on a sup- Sony C0111, 464 U.S. at 453-454, 104 S.Ct.

posed derivative right to supply informa- 774 (concluding that time-shifting using a

tion about their books, this claim has a Betamax is fair use because the copyright

reasonable theoretical basis. If, in the owners’ “prediction that live television or

course of making an arguable fair use of a movie audiences will decrease” was merely

copyrighted Work, a secondary user unrea- “speculative”)).
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[19] Google has documented that G0o- ting Google’s showing. Plaintiffs’ effort to
gle Books’ digital scans are stored on com- do so falls far short.
puters walled off from public Internet ac-

cess and protected by the same impressive l/' G00-glels Distribution 0fDigiml
security measures used by Google to guard Comes ti P“T'”°’P“”l
its own condential information. As Goo- Ll mmes
gle notes, Plaintiffs’ own security expert [20] Flnally’ Plalntlffs contend that
praised these security systems, remarking Gmlglels dlslfrlllutlon to a palftlfilpaflng ll‘
that 4aG0Og1e is fortunate to have ample brary of a digital copy of Plaintiffs books

resources and top-notch technical talents” is not a fair use and exposes the Plaintiffs
that enable it to protect its data. JA 1558, ff; Oglojiggghéilbriggjjs jj jgfji
1570. Nor have Plaintiffs identied any libfgr fails to mfiintiin Securilc its
thefts from Google Books (or from the . . y . y edigital copy with the consequence that the
Google Library Pro_]ect). Plaintiffs seek book become freely available

to rebut this record by quoting from G00‘ result of the incursions of hackers. The
gle’s July 2012 SEC ling, in which the claim fails

. . 1company made legally require; disc osure Although Plaintiffs describe the
of its potential market risks. “Googles mngement between Google and the H_

prudent acknowledgment that security . . .braries in more nefarious terms, those
mac es cou expose ll l to a ms O Oss arrangements are essentially that each

due to the actions of outside parties, participant library has contracted with
employee error’ malfeasance’ or Otllel“ Google that Google will create for it a
Wise,” however, falls far short of rebutting digital copy of each book the library Sub_
Google’s demonstration of the effective mits to Google’ so as to permit the 1i_

measures it takes to guard against pirati- brary to use its dig-ita] copy in a n0n_

Cal hacldng Gnogle has made 3 Sllfhclenll infringing fair use manner. The libraries
showing of protection of its digitized copies propose to use their dig-ital copies to en-
of Plaintiffs’ Works to carry its burden on able the very kindg of Searches that we
this aspect of its claim of fair use and thus here hold to be fair uses in connection
to shift to Plaintiffs the burden of rebut- with Google’s offer of such searches to

26. The filing includes the following disclo- thorized access could result in significant
sure: legal and financial exposure, damage to our

Our products and services involve the stor- repulalloni and 3 loss of Condence ln the
age and transmission of users’ and custom- Securlly of our Products and Servlces that
ers' proprietary infQrma[jQn| and Security could potentially have an adverse effect on
breaches could expose us to a risk of loss of our l7l15ln955~ Because the lechnldlles used
this information, litigation, and potential 1° dblaln llnaulhorlled 399955» dlsable or
liability. Our security measures may be degrade servlcey or Sahdlage Syslelns
breached due to the actions of outside par- Change lredllenlly and Ohen are not recog-
ties, employee error, malfeasance, or other- nlled llnlll launched agalnsl 3 largeli W5
wise, and, as a result, an unauthorized par- may be Unable I0 anticipate ll1€S8 Rich‘
ty may Qbtain access to Qur data Qr our niques or IO implement adequate preventa-
users' or customers’ data. Additionally, tive measures. If an actual or perceived
outside parties may attempt to fraudulently breach of our security occurs, the market
induce employees, users, or customers to perception of the effectiveness of our secu-
disclose sensitive information in order to rity measures could be harmed and we
gain access to our data or our users' or could lose users and customers.
customers’ data. Any such breach or unau- JA 562.
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the Internet public, and which we held in infringing manner, may use them in an
Ha.th2'Tmst to be fair uses when offered infringing manner.
by HathiTrust to its users. The contract
between Geegle and each of the pertiei_ We recognize the additional possibility
pating libraries Commits the library to that the libraries might incur liability by
use its digital copy only in a manner eOri_ negligent mishandling of, and failure to
Sistent with the copyright law, and to protect, their digital copies, leaving them

take precautions to prevent dissemination uhheasehahly Vulherahle to haeklhg- That
of their the-ital copies to the public at also, however, is nothing more than a spec-

1a1~ge_ ulative possibility. There is no basis in the
In these Circumstances’ GO0g.ie7S ere_ record to impose liability on Google for

ation for each library of a digital copy of llavlng lawfully made ll dlgltal copy for fl
that libraryle already Owned book in Order participating library so as to enable that
to permit that library te make fair use library to make non-infringing use of its

through provision of digital searches is not COPY» merely heeause Of the Speeulatlve
an infringement. If the library had creat- Pesslhlllty that the llhl‘a1“y may fall to
ed its own digital copy to enable its provi- guard Sufllelehtly agalhst the dangers Of
Sign Of fair 1159 digital Searches, the math- hacking, as it is contractually obligated to
ing of the digital copy would not have been do. Plaintiffs have failed to establish any
infringement. Nor does it become an in- basis for holding Google liable for its cre-
fringement because, instead of making its ation of a digital copy of a book submitted
own digital copy, the library contracted to it by a participating library so as to
with Google that Google would use its eX— enable that library to make fair use of it."
pertise and resources to make the digital
conversion for the library’s benet. In Sum’ We conclude that (1) Googlels

We recognize the possibility that librar- unauthorized digitizing of cOpyright_pr0_
ies may use the digital copies Google creat- tEi3.CttediW(ZiEiSI"Clm_eat1(?rn Gila setarirh trlniglom
ed for them in an infringing manner. If all; an lep eyl, _ 1ppfe_s To rlelie

they do, such libraries may be liable to Wor S aref nlilndn negmfg helrhluses f e

Plaintiffs for their infringement. It is also pureobe O t e eopleng ls lg y_trfme Or-
peselbie that, in eueh Suit, Plaintiffs mative, the public display of text IS limited,
might adduee evidence that Geegie Wee and the revelations do not provide a signif-
aware of er encouraged Such infringing icant market substitute for the protected

practices, in which case Google could be aspects of the erlglnale Geeglels eemmer‘
liable as a contributory infringer. But on elal nature and prot motlvatlen do not
the present record, the possibility that li- justify denial of fall" use (2) Googlels
braries may misuse their digital eepies is provision of digitized copies to the libraries

sheer speculation. Nor is there any basis that Supplled the heel“, eh the under‘
on the present record to hold Google liable Stahtllhg that the llhl'a1"le$ Wlll use the
as a contributory infringer based on the Copies in a manner consistent With the
mere speculative possibility that libraries, copyright laW, alS0 C1095 110i COI1Stil311t6 in-
in addition to, or instead of, using their fringement. Nor, on this record, is Google
digital copies of Plaintiffs’ books in a non- a contributory infringer.

27. We have considered Plaintiffs' other c0n- and find them without merit.
tentions not directly addressed in this opinion
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CONCLUSION APPENDIX A
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APPENDIX B
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to reduce her discretionary bonus after she
was absent from Work violated American
with Disabilities Act (ADA). The United
States District Court for the Eastern Dis-
trict of New York, Matsumoto, J., 2014
WL 917142, entered summary judgment in
board’s favor, and teacher appealed.

Catharine E- DAVIS, Plaintiff— Holdings: The Court of Appeals held that:
APPellanti (1) board’s discretion to withhold or re-

duce bonus did not entitle it to reduce"
ll' t h ’ b 1 , aNEW YORK CITY DEPARTMENT OF 63° erg Onusl an f h r, di(2) board’s reduction 0 teac e s scre-

EDUCATION’ Defendam_Appenee’ tionary bonus did not constitute pro-
Lisa Linden Defendant_* hibited discrimination.

Docket No. 14—1034—cv. Affirmed‘

United States Court of Appeals, 1_ Civil Rights @1217
Second Circuit Elements of claim under ADA are

Submitted, March 19’ 2015 that: (1) employer is subject to ADA; (2)
plaintiff is disabled within meaning of ADA

Decldedi Oct 19' 2015' or perceived to be so by her employer; (3)
Background: Substitute teacher brought she was otherwise qualified to perform
action alleging that school board’s decision job’s essential functions with or Without

*The Clerk of the Court is directed to amend the caption as set forth above.
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